
Ball Manipulation Skills
1.       Cross Over

a.       Fake a pass with the outside of your right foot

b.      But step to the right

c.       Now with the outside of your left foot take the ball in the opposite direction

d.      Then forward with the inside of your left  foot

2.       Double Cross  Over

a.       Fake a pass with the outside of your right foot

b.      But step to the right

c.       Then do the same with your left foot and step to the left of the ball

d.      Now with your right foot take the ball in the opposite direction

e.      Then forward with the inside of your right  foot

3.       Step  Over

a.       Fake to kick the ball with the right foot

b.      Instead step around it

c.       Plant the right foot on the other side of the ball, turning the hips for best effect

d.      Then push the ball in the opposite direction with the outside of the right foot

e.      Then forward with the inside of your right  foot

4.       Double Step Over

a.       Fake to kick the ball with the right foot, but step around it

b.      And then to the other side with the left foot

c.       With the outside of your left foot take the ball to the left

d.       Then forward with the inside of your left  foot

5.       Shimmy Step over

a.       Lift the left heel and turn the knee into the ball as if to strike it

b.      But then step around the ball with the right foot

c.       Plant the right foot to the other side then

d.      Take the ball to the right with the outside of your right foot

e.      Then forward with the inside of your right  foot

6.       Double Cut Move

a.       Play the ball with the inside of the right foot to the inside of the left foot

b.      Quickly play the ball back to the right foot with the inside of the left foot

c.       Take the ball away with the outside of the right foot

d.      Then forward with the inside of the right foot to beat the opponent

7.       In and Out

a.       Play the ball with the inside of the right foot towards the left foot

b.      Quickly, with a hop to the left

c.       Take the ball away with the outside of the right foot

d.      Then forward with the inside of the right foot to beat the opponent0

8.       Puskas Move, V- Move, Drag and Push

a.       Drag the ball to the left and backwards with the inside of the right foot

b.      Push the ball forward with the inside of the left foot

9.       Drag Scissors

a.       Drag the ball left with the inside of the right foot

b.      Quickly slide the right foot around and in front of the ball

c.       Step to the right

d.      Then take the ball to the left with the outside of the left  foot

e.      Then push the ball forward with the inside of the left foot

10.   The Pull Spin, 360 spine move, Maradona

a.       Running with the ball



b.      Step lightly on the ball with the right foot while turning in the air

c.       Pull the ball laterally with the sole of the left foot while continuing to turn and

d.      Push the ball forward with the inside of the left foot

11.   Step Over Spin

a.       Fake to kick the ball with the right foot

b.      Instead step around it

c.       Plant the right foot on the other side of the ball, turning the hips for best effect

d.      Then turn in the opposite direction bringing the ball back with the outside of the right foot

e.      Accelerate away

12.   Step Over Turn

a.       Fake to kick the ball with the right foot

b.      Instead step around it

c.       Plant the right foot on the other side of the ball, turning the hips for best effect

d.      Then turn in the opposite direction bringing the ball back with the inside of the left foot

e.      Accelerate away

13.   Step Over Shimmy

a.       Fake to kick the ball with the right foot

b.      Instead step around it

c.       Plant the right foot on the other side of the ball, turning the hips for best effect

d.      Then turn in the opposite direction, lift the left heel and turn the knee into the ball as if to 

e.      Then turn in the original direction pushing the ball forward with the inside of the right foot, 

14.   Cruyff

a.       Push the ball ahead

b.      Reach and cut it tightly with the inside of the foot and behind the other foot

c.       Turn

d.      Accelerate away

15.   Drag Turn

a.       Push the ball ahead

b.      Reach and pull the ball backward with the sole of the foot

c.       Turn

d.      Accelerate away

16.   Twist Off (Outside of Foot Turn)

a.       Push the ball ahead

b.      Reach and cut it tightly with the outside of the foot

c.       Turn

d.      Accelerate away

17.   Inside of Foot Turn

a.       Push the ball ahead

b.      Reach and cut it tightly with the inside of the foot

c.       Turn

d.      Accelerate away


